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       What doesn't kill you makes you smaller 
~Mario

Life is a game, kid! It all depends on how you play! 
~Mario

A Mario Brother never says 'can't', Luigi! 
~Mario

Now the novels that are read are purely entertainment - well done, very
polished, with a very effective technique - but not literature, just
entertainment. 
~Mario

If someone throws a banana at me in the street, I will go to prison
because I will kill him. 
~Mario

If you can't beat 'em, join 'em... then beat 'em. 
~Mario

The future is the keeper of the memories of the past 
~Mario

when love looks straight into your eyes return those looks and your
heart will surrender to feelings never felt before 
~Mario

To let sorrow go his own way one gives happiness a chance 
~Mario

Brave men die a single death; cowards marry fish-head mermaids! 
~Mario
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Always keep your portfolio and your risk at your own individual
comfortable sleeping point. 
~Mario

What is the value of light when it no longer shines 
~Mario

Today's future is Tomorrow's past 
~Mario

Reflection in the mirror makes reality look at you 
~Mario

Those who don't feed themselves with food of hope will eventually die
of mental starvation 
~Mario

I'm not going to wait on anybody to put out music or a visual.
Everything I will do is on my own. I'm not waiting on anyone. 
~Mario

Real wealth is feeling sorry for the poor 
~Mario

Bigger than any obstacle is the strength that one posses It's a power
that overcomes every obstacle 
~Mario

Greed is too flimsy to flawed 
~Mario

I'm doing more than just making songs for the radio. I want it to be a
well rounded sounding experience. 
~Mario
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Yesterday's dust determined today's range of vision 
~Mario

Only a smile can make the tears dissapear 
~Mario

I think when I say universal, it means making a project that everybody
can enjoy but also a project where they're getting closer to you. 
~Mario

I definitely see myself making classic R&B records with somewhat of a
trendy vibe to it. I definitely wouldn't say trap. 
~Mario

I think the real bargains are what they would call the smaller, ignored
and unloved companies. 
~Mario

If you watch my Instagram and the quotes I wrote, everything is
personal and it's all coming from me. 
~Mario

Always behold not only your own smile but also the smile of someone
else's joy 
~Mario

Sometimes we don't appreciate what we have until it's gone. 
~Mario
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